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THE GOOD BOOK 
AWARD 

 
EYFS Camber Yusuf Awarded for completing all the home 

learning activities really well and doing it 
with a big smile on his face 

EYFS Windsor Amelia S Awarded for working really hard on her 
handwriting this week. 

Year 1 Arundel Hannah Awarded for continuing to try hard with her 
home learning and writing some amazing 
descriptive sentences. 

Year 1 Bodiam Oliver Awarded for writing a great letter to 
Rapunzel including a question. 

Year 2 Pevensey Jessica Awarded for working hard at a range of 
home learning activities and keeping 
cheerful and energetic 

Year 2 Leeds  Maddie Awarded for completing lots of writing 
activities. 

Year 3 Deal Horatio Awarded for a super volcano creation. 

Year 3 Lewes Henry Awarded for a great map and description for 
our new book ‘Storm’. 

Year 4 Dover Anja Awarded for being so well organised with 
her home learning! 

Year 4 Farnham Lana Awarded for dedicating time and effort to 
completing Maths and English home 
learning. 

Year 5 Hever Maisie Awarded for reading her Secret Seven book 
every day last week. One of our favourite 
book series! Well done Maisie. 

Year 5 Lullingstone Bailey Awarded for his consistent hard work with 
home learning and for continuing with his 
daily reading. 

Year 6 Rochester Charlie Awarded for conducting some detailed 
interviews with family members about their 
experiences of WW2 

Year 6 Oxford Freya Awarded for brilliant acting that really 
brought her character to life.  

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
EYFS – Camber 
Camber class listened to the story 'Bedtime for Monsters' this week and 
have shared some of their excellent (and disgusting!) work. Franklin is 
celebrating his birthday today and wrote an invitation to the monster to join 

him at his party. He tempted him with a delicious 
sounding menu that included chocolate cake 
with frogs, I wonder if he will bring you a present 
Franklin... Bella took a different approach to her menu and included lots 
of fruit and vegetables. Hallie made a very cosy looking house for the 
monster complete with a bedroom, bathroom 
and living room. Eva has been working hard on 

all the home learning activities but for times when it all gets too much she 
has constructed a den in her garden! Yusuf continues to improve in his daily 
phonics and maths activities. Robbie is proving to be quite the engineer with 
a different invention every day from a litter pick to a bow and arrow to a 
water filtration system - it is all very technical and impressive! Keep up the 
good work wonderful Camber Class and keep in touch. 
 
Mrs Miles  
 
EYFS –Windsor 
Windsor class have been sending lots of their home learning in this week! I love seeing all the 
different activities they are busy doing, and lots of the children have been having a go at the 
phonics and maths challenges, as well as the 'Bedtime for Monsters' task s which appear to have 

been a big hit! Louis has been really engrossed in making a brilliant house for his monster 'La La' 
and his Pokémon friends, and Jacob made a super fact file about his monster 'Squirty!' Amelia S has 
been working hard on her handwriting which is getting neater all the time, and Amelia K has 
particularly enjoyed our mirror Maths this week! I am so proud of all of the children and how well 
they are adapting with their home learning. Keep it up! 
 
Miss Hardwicke  
 
Year 1 – Arundel 
This week Arundel have kept themselves very busy at home! In English we have responded to the 
story ‘The Secret Sky Garden’. Hannah wrote some lovely descriptive sentences and drew (with 

labels!) her own picture of the abandoned car park while Addison 
recreated the scene using his toys and created a poster to remind people 
to help look after our planet. In maths we have looked at halves and 
quarters and I have seen that some children have been logging on to 
Mathletics. A special well done to Seb, Sophie and Shumaila who are 
logging on regularly and having a go at lots of maths challenges. For 
science Arundel have kept a close eye on their seeds and/or plants and 

added their findings to their e-book on purple mash, though Isabella would like to report “My 
pansy is still a seed and is hiding under the compost.” Take care Arundel and remember to send in 
all your amazing work to the year 1 email address. 
 
 



 

 
 
Year 1 - Bodiam 

It’s been great to see all the home learning that’s been happening 
this week. In English we have been thinking about The Secret Sky 
Garden by Linda Sarah and Fiona Lumbers. Valentino used the 
text and illustrations to create his own picture based on the book. 
Lots of you have been completing your Mathletics challenges and 

I will let you each week who the top scorers are. This week’s top scorers 
for effort and participation are Amelia, Eddie and Robin.  
 

Ella R and Tommy have also been doing some great maths over the last week. Also 
I have seen some lovely starts to your e-books on growing plants form Eliza, India-
Rose, Oliver and Eddie. Remember to keep reading, stay safe and have fun!  
 

Year 2 – Leeds 
The children of Leeds Class have had another busy week 
completing White Rose maths activities on measuring and 
thinking about the story of the Fox and the Star. It’s been 
super to see some photos of what you have been up to. 
Cecily has been tasting French food as part of our Europe 
topic and has been working hard in the garden for her 
science work on plants. Anton has created a beautiful 

collage version of Monet’s waterlily pond and bridge and Sofie has been 
using her maths and DT skills to bake some delicious looking chocolate 
cakes. We look forward to seeing more of your work next week. Well done, Leeds Class! 
 
Year 2 – Pevensey 
Pevensey have had another great week of home learning. It was wonderful to 
see so many creative ideas for International Earth Day. A big well done to 

those children who have been working 
regularly on Purple Mash and Mathletics, it is 
excellent to see you accessing your learning in 
different ways and having a really good try at 
the range of activities set. Year 2 have been 
learning about Europe and its capital cities, can 
you challenge your parents to learn them too 
and have a quiz against them? Keep up the great work and sending 

your learning and photos in - we love seeing them!  
 
Year 3 – Deal 
It has been lovely to see some children’s work this week. James, in addition to working on Fractions 
has been revising previous learning and has demonstrated great working out for multiplication and 
division. Horatio, Pixie and Olivia have been building adjective work banks to improve their writing. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
In Geography we have been looking at ‘Our World’ and the children in Deal 
class have been drawing diagrams to illustrate the layers of the Earth. This 
week’s learning has focused on Volcanoes, Nyah has created a Quiz using 
PowerPoint and Horatio has been creative and used expanding foam to create 

his own viscous volcano.  
 

Well done to those children achieving Mathletics 
certificates this term so far, Bronze Certificates awarded to 
Leo, Pixie and Maisie. Silver Certificates awarded to 
Pixie. 
Please continue to send me pictures of the work and 
activities you have been doing over the week.  
 

 
Year 3 – Lewes 
For geography we are learning about “Our World” We are very impressed with your creativity. Leo 
made the world out of icing and Reuben made it from things he found in the garden. This week we 
are learning about volcanoes. Reuben got to make one in the sun before the weather changed. We 
look forward to seeing more of your volcano work next week. Check out Oddizzi, BBC bitesize and 
PurpleMash for more resources on volcanoes.  
 

Some of you have been exploring different science experiments. 
Morris grew crystals and Ellie did a video all about cornflour. 
Yesterday, I made a lava lamp with my daughter, which was good 
fun! 
For Earth day Morris planted some potatoes and Henry some seeds - 
we hope to see what you make from them when they are harvested. 

Henry drew a poster about recycling and Ellie made a bug hotel for all the ladybirds she had in the 
garden. Archie has been making cakes with his brothers, they 
looked yummy!  
 

Well done to these people for achieving Bronze certificates on 
Mathletics - Sheriece, Millie, Leo, Ellie, Harry, Reuben and 
Estefano.  
Silver certificates to Millie and Reuben.  

Thank you for all those who have sent in work from White Rose this week. If you need any extra 
support, please email us.  
 
We have started our new story Storm. Great maps from Henry and Leo. We hope 
you are enjoying it so far. We have enjoyed reading your diaries. If you want to 
make up an entry that is fine, just ensure you use adjectives and adverbs. We 
enjoyed reading about other things you have been learning about. Huwie wrote a 
poem inspired by the satellite, Morris wrote about oil rigs and Chloe writing about 
dragons. Keep up your handwriting and spelling practise. 
Have a great week, message us if you need anything.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
Year 4 - Dover 
Hello Dover! I have so enjoyed seeing your pieces of work come through, 
in particular Safwan, Ashley and Anja who look as if they have been very busy 

with their science projects. Isn't it a lovely time of year 
when all the bluebells are out and you can hear and see so 
many more birds and animals and butterflies out 
there? Well done Demi too for lots of work on Mathletics, 
what a star! I hope you are getting out for walks and fresh 
air. Try taking photos of any wildlife you see and send them in to us.     

 
Year 4 – Farnham 
Thank you and well done again to the children and parents of Farnham Class. This week I have had 
so many emails displaying fantastic work linking to so many different 
lessons and skills. Christian and his family completed the home pentathlon 
with Christian achieving a silver award. Lana has continued to share her 

English and decimals learning, Matteo shared 
some beautiful arts and crafts work and even a 
story about a long lost 8th continent. Chloe 
completed a beautiful storyboard of the Easter 
story and showed her decimal knowledge, as did 
Harvey who showed his understanding of 
decimals. There is clearly a lot of great learning happening at home.  

 
Year 5 – Lullingstone 

It has been great to see so many of you are continuing to work hard at 
home. This week in Maths we have been continuing to learn about 
decimals and Daniil D sent over some fantastic work related to this. It 
has also been great to see so many of you writing newspaper articles 
on Queen Victoria’s 
coronation for History. In 
other work, Daniel H has 
been working very hard on 

his expanded noun phrases, Ed has created a delicious 
menu for his last meal and Bailey has been learning a 
new skill, gardening. These are just a few examples of 
the great things that you are doing at home and I look 
forward to receiving more next week. Keep up the hard 
work! 
Miss Bennett 
 
Year 5 – Hever 

Well done to Hever class for another great week of home learning. This week the 
children have been finding inventive ways of practising their scientific enquiry skills by 
exploring ways to dissolve solids, including using hair dye. We 

have read some interesting pieces of creative writing and particularly 
enjoyed reading about your favourite sweets! It was lovely to read several 
emails introducing yourselves to us, which helped us to feel that we are 
getting to know you all better. Many of you are members of clubs outside 
of school and it was wonderful to read how busy the Scouts are ‘Walking to 
the Moon’ to raise money for the NHS and how you are working towards 
your badges still from home. These are all fun ways to keep busy during this 
unusual time. Lucky Emily had a delicious roast dinner delivered to her front 
door from her nan! This week’s Good Book Award goes to Maisie P for 
 

Walking for the NHS 



 

 
 
reading her Secret Seven book every day this week. Well done Maisie, we absolutely love this book 
series! We have now heard from 9 of you so keep the emails coming and we hope to hear from even 
more of you by next week.  
 
Mrs Majumdar and Mrs McKeever  
 
 

 
 

s  

Year 6 - Oxford 
I have received some brilliant, independent work on both WW1 and WW2. Oxford class have really 
enjoyed researching and creating some very informative power points and fact files. I have learnt a 
lot from reading them. I have received a couple of book reviews too. War Horse by Michael 
Morpurgo comes highly recommended by Alfie and Freya. I shall be reading that book next. Oxford 
class have been learning about ratio for the last two weeks. The work I have been sent shows just 
how hard you have all been working at home. Remember to use Mathletics to help your learning 
too. Another great week from Oxford class!  Remember to be proud of all you have achieved, keep 
reading, stay safe and have fun! 

 
 
Year 6 – Rochester 
The weather has turned a little this week but it hasn’t stopped many of you from continuing with 
some super home learning! I have been really impressed with the organisation of some children; 
drawing up daily schedules on whiteboards, asking for extra tasks to do and sending in well-

recorded work. 
  
Freya was lucky enough to receive some new colouring pencils 
from her granddad this week and produced this stunning drawing 
of a waterlily; what a great use of colour.  
 

I have been in school a couple of days this week and had great fun helping Kashish and Toni with 
the chickens – they’re still clucking away happily and doing well! 
Please remember that lots of you have several Mathletics tasks waiting for you. Try to log on at 
least once a week and complete them regularly. 
Mrs Bert 
 
In school learning 

On Friday 24th, we were inspired by the 
Dyson Foundation STEM challenges. We tried 
to create our 
own marble 
runs which took 
1 minute for 
the marble to travel from the beginning to 

the end. It was lots of fun and tested our problem solving skills. 
 
 

 
 



 

 
 
Flowers and nature pictures 
 

We have had some lovely flower pictures sent to us and nature photos. 
Here are a few of them.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Take care everyone 
 
 
Mr Bird 


